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#1
Made by Joan 
Anderson as a donation 
to our vets.

Quilting was done with 
rulers.



#2 CROCHET 
SPREAD

Donated by



#3



#4 
Samples 
of 
clothing 
protectors 
(vests)



# 5 
Wall 
Hanging



#6 



#7

By Carol Carter



#8

By Melissa Nilsen

The pattern is 
Wonky Stars



#9

This was one of our 
VA kits, blocks and 
fabric provided and 
the quilter designed 
from there. Blocks 
were made as part of 
the BOM monthly 
patterns but were 
left over from other 
sets. The quilter was 
very inventive in 
putting them 
together!



#10 



#11

A long time member 
of the bed quilt box, 
waiting for someone 
to quilt it. The top 
was a donation 
many years back, 
but the quilting 
gives it new life. It 
will now find a new 
home with one of 
our vets. Thank you 
to the quilter for a 
beautiful job.



#12

Jean Carter made 
this version of the 
Missouri Star. She 
says it was easy in 
spite of the way it 
appears! The 
secondary patter 
complements the 
blocks and it’s 
scrappy colors give 
real life to it.



#13

Top donated to 
guild and on its 
way into 
someone’s life at 
the VA. 
Quilted and 
bound by one of 
members



#14

By Joan Anderson



#15



#16
Kris Dolan

The postage stamp feel to 
the centers and the flying 
geese on the corners make 
this sawtooth block really 
shine.



#17



#18

Made from blocks in 
Linda Buesching’s class

Assembled and quilted 
by one of our 
members



#19



#20 Penny Lawrence

Made from her 
fabrics and with 
choices that make it 
sparkle. A lucky vet 
will get this one.



#21
The Monday Mavens 
made the blocks in this 
project. Wild fabric 
against black makes 
the log cabin star 
arrangement shine.



#22
Another kit 
project from 
our BOM 
blocks. The 
quilter who 
put this one 
together used 
spacing strips 
around the 
blocks for an 
even sizing. 
Lovely 
meandering 
with 
additional 
stars in the 
quilting adds 
to the 
finished quilt.



#23



#24
#26



#25

#27



#28                               



#29

From Doryce Fitzgerald 
with love – the fabric 
choices make the 
friendship star stand out.



#30

From Doryce Fitzgerald 
again, with a different 
color spread. Hearts to 
say thank you to our 
vets.



#31
Jean Carter used her 
scraps to make a light and 
happy set of stars. The 
alternating blocks make 
this unusual arrangement 
fascinating. The quilting 
brings out the patterns.



#32
BOM blocks
Qulited by Carol Carter



#33 Top donated to guild
Quilted by Joan 
Anderson



#34 Kris Dolan made this 
Ohio Star, Sawtooth 
variation for a lap size 
warmer. The star fabric 
brings twinkle!



#35

Top donated to the 
guild

Quilted by one of 
our members



#36

Blocks from Linda 
Buesching’s class
Assembled and quilted by 



#37



#38                                                             #39

Made from a mix of 
BOM blocks

Assembled by

Quilted by Joan 
Anderson



#40



#41

The blocks were in several bags from a friend 
Jean’s stash. Her friends split it up among the 
guilds. The centers were appliqued by hand 
and stitched over the strips (also applique). 
The underside was cut away. Patti Voyles 
assembled them and drew fabric from her 
stash to complement the blocks. It was quilted 
by Melissa Nilsen for the perfect finishing 
touch.



#42

This wheelchair quilt was made and 
donated by Melissa Nilsen. It should be 
very warm and cozy with the flannels 
used in it’s construction. She also quilted 
and bound it.



#45



#46



#47



#48



THANKS FOR WATCHING. IF YOU MADE OR 
WORKED ON ANY OF THE QUILTS, EMAIL 

US SO WE CAN GIVE CREDIT!


